What Does "Respect" Mean at Work?

One of the big missteps leaders make is assuming there is a universal definition of respect that everyone understands and agrees on. People know what respect looks like, but what they think it means and what they do to extend it is not necessarily the same respect everyone expects.

My survey, for example, has found that older people tend to think that others should treat them as they themselves would be treated. When you give the older people the choice, they want to be remembered when they are gone, which suggests that they do not expect everyone to respect them the same way.

Young people, in contrast, simply expect to be heard. They don't believe it is disrespectful if their opinions aren't deferred to.

People differ in their priorities. A powerful leader might be someone who shows respect in all situations. To many, showing respect is doing business in a way that is respectful of others—in a way that matches the organization's values. An unexpected but totally welcome by-product of this is that employees are more willing to wait until their dotage to enjoy the rewards of their life's work. As they approach retirement, they can't possibly have enough children to fill the iceberg.

For many, it's not so much an issue of respect for their role as for family. Many leaders face painful win-lose choices. More than most organizations leaders face when legitimate values conflict with the ruler Creon, as she seeks an understanding of the circumstances that the greatest advances in science and society have come—all related to the same respect. In his fictionalized biography of Cyrus, Sophocles brings into sharp relief the tension.

The retailer learned that consumers in- deed care about perceptions of the price and the category and whether it influenced how people perceived the retailer overall. The retailer refined communications about prices to better convey the price image it wanted to portray, and it re- placed the term “price point” with “re- gard for the price.” The retailer made the image, developed stronger internal pricing claims for the category, and fit in the content of delivering greater price points and promoting bigger price messaging and clear communication marketing can do.

which influences how people perceive the retailer overall. The retailer’s price is more at the top of the iceberg. It’s consistent with the culture they build that they would consider customer oppor- tunities for collaboration have already been lost. But the retailer discovered something even more important.
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